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In   the era  of   traditional  grammar scholars  noticed   that   semantically  and syntactically 
subjunctive   forms   have   become   hardly   distinguishable   from   those   of   the   Indicative   and 
Imperative Moods.  Thus, being almost invisible for native speakers in written or spoken English, 
the surviving subjunctive forms express a wide range of meanings ­ wish, demand, command, 
open   and   counterfactual   conditions   (James  1986:4).  This   puzzling   situation   caused   a   lot   of 
frustration among grammarians. As early as 1851, grammarian Goold Brown wrote, “It would, 
perhaps, be better to abolish the use of the subjunctive entirely. Its use is a continual source of 

























finite   clauses,  that­clauses   containing  modal   verbs   and   indicative   forms   used   after   suasive 
expressions,  which,   in   their   turn,  were   labeled   as  triggers  (Serpollet   2001).  Linguists   gave 
different arguments as to how the subjunctive should be identified in a text; which triggers should 
be included; to what extend other mandatives can be regarded as alternants of the subjunctive. 
Therefore   two   approaches   has   been   elaborated:   semantic   and   morphological.   In   order   to 
distinguish   the  construction   in   the  corpus  some  linguists   looked up   to   the  “leftovers”  of   its 
syntactic distinctiveness (Crawford 2009) and some tried to grasp the uniqueness of the meaning 
which it expresses in a sentence (Övergaard 1995, Hoffmann 1997).
  Adopting   the   semantic   approach   in   this   corpus­based   study   I   attempt   to   reveal   and 
explain   the   current   diachronic   developments   of   the  mandative   subjunctive   in  AmE   and   to 
understand   the   function   that   it   performs   in   the   utterance  with   respect   to   other  mandative 
constructions.   In   order   to   fulfill   this   challenging   task   I  will   try   to   give   an   account   of   the 
2
frequency  and  formality  of   the  use  of  mandative  constructions  by  ways  of  quantitative  and 










The   data   for  my   investigation   is   retrieved   from  the  Corpus   of  Contemporary  American 
English  (COCA),   which   is   the   largest   freely­available   corpus   of   English.   My   choice   is 
determined by a number of factors: 

























1.014.312  words  of  running   text  of  edited  English prose  printed   in   the  United  States 
during the calendar year 1961. (http://icame.uib.no/brown/bcm.html)
• The  Lancaster­Oslo/Bergen  Corpus   (LOB)  is   a  British   counterpart   of   the  Brown 
corpus.   It   contains  500  printed   texts  of   about  2,000 words  each,  or   about   a  million 
running   words   in   all.   The   texts   are   from   1961   as   well. 
(http://khnt.hit.uib.no/icame/manuals/lob/INDEX.HTM)
• The  Freiburg­LOB Corpus  of  British  English   (FLOB)  and  the  Freiburg  Brown 
Corpus (Frown) are a set of corpora that match the Brown and LOB  corpora with the 





• The   International  Corpus  of  English   (ICE).  The   aim  of   this   project   is   to  collect 















































































(d)   I   wish   she  were 
happy

















terms   as   “present”   and   “past”   subjunctives   disappear   from   their   terminology.   Therefore 
subjunctive forms are discussed in the context of other constructions expressing mandative and 
































The   subjunctive  was  widely  used   in   the  Old  English   in   dependent   and   independent 
clauses  expressing hypothesis, wish, command and doubt. Harsh (1968) gives evidence that it 
started losing vital power during the Middle English period under the influence of Latin and 
French.   This   was   the   time   when   the   English   language   slowly   became   analytical   and   the 











Having   consulted   different   grammars   (Curme   1964,   Poustma   1926,   Jespersen   1965, 
Kruisinga 1932, Quirk 1979) Norheim (1985:18) summarizes: 
“None   of   the   grammars   pay   much   attention   to   the   subjunctive;   it   is 
considered a minor problem in the English language. The modal auxiliaries give a 




Because  of   these  hasty   judgments   the  general  use  of   the   subjunctive  was   considered   to  be 
confined to archaic and formal texts5 and it was generally excepted that its non­inflected forms 
would be usually substituted by other means of  the language like modal auxiliaries.  Corpus­

































observation   that   the    were   ­subjunctive   'is   nowadays   a   less   usual   alternative   to   the    
hypothetical past indicative'.
• Of the 14 distinctive subjunctive forms in  the LOB Corpus 11 contain a passive verb 
construction.  This   indicates   that  non­inflected  passives   in    BrE are  used  much more 
frequently than active subjunctive forms.
They also confirmed the formal nature of the Subjunctive Mood in BrE. The following 
criteria   of   formality  were  mentioned:   the   co­occurrence  with   the   passive   in  BrE;     all   the 
examples except one occur in the categories of informative prose of the LOB corpus; only one of 
the LOB subjunctives is found in a clause not introduced by the conjunction that. 
Looking   at   their   results   one   should   keep   in  mind   all   the   restrictive   features   of   this 
remarkable investigation. Since there were no spoken corpora available, I believe, it was too early 
to draw any conclusions about the formality of the structures. The small size of the corpora did 
not allow Johansson and Norheim to include all   the suasive words  and possible  periphrastic 














of   formality   of   the   contexts   in   the   two  varieties.   In   terms  of   the  variables   involved   in   the 
diachronic   comparison  of   the  data  Övergaard's   study  differs   from Norheim and   Johansson's 






nouns,   25   adjectives   and   prepositional   phrases.)   Apart   from  should  the   frequencies   of 
may/might/must/shall/would/be to (past tense) are examined (ought to is excluded from the study 
since it often expresses a strong sense of obligation rather than volition) (p. 54). 
Working on his  thesis about  that­omission in mandative sentences  in BrE (this BNC­
based study will be discussed in more detail later in this subsection) another scholar, Sebastian 















In  the course of my analysis  of  the previous works on  the phenomenon in  question I   found 
another piece of evidence of her “methodological faux­pas”. Though Övergaard's findings for the 








Then, consequently, even if  we substitute  Övergaard's  Brown frequencies for bare V­form by 
J&N's data (98 vs 117) and compare it with the data from her eight additional corpora we would 
get not a gradual upward movement but a slight decrease in the use of the subjunctive forms 
between   the   years   of   1960   and   1990.   I   would   like   to   emphasize   that   this   comparison   is 
speculative because, as their appendices prove, the scholars used different governing words for 
their studies. But it shows that for some reason Övergaard used even fewer triggers than Norheim 




Another   of  Övergaard's   controversial   conclusions   is   that   her   findings   contradict   the 
assumptions   of   Turner   (1980)   and   Algeo   (1992)   that   BrE   favors   passive/non­inflected 



















steady   increase   in   the   use   of   the  mandative   subjunctive   until   1940   in   both   varieties.  This 














common verbal   triggers correspond  to Crawford's   (2009:2758)   top 10 for BrE (except 
move9) i.  e.  recommend, demand, require, suggest, propose, insist, ask, request, order,  
urge. 
• to give an account of the colloquialization of the construction. The scholar challenged the 























moreover,   that   it  has  almost disappeared from AmE. Instead  the FLOB data proves  that   the 
periphrasis actually prevails. Confined by her comparison to the investigation of  Johansson and 











  “while the periphrastic construction with  should  is the more frequently chosen 
option in both written and spoken BrE, the relative frequency of the subjunctive in 
the  spoken British  corpus   is  even marginally  higher   than   in   the  written  corpus.” 
(Hundt 1998b:169)
However differentiation between the two spoken sections of  the BNC and inclusion of other 
















































spoken English during  the 20th  century.  But  what  are   the factors  that   triggered  this   revival? 
Which variety developed this  increase in  the use and influenced the other? It   turns out  that 
Americans are “to blame”. 
Övergaard's  analysis  of  the contexts   (1995:44,45)   indicates   that  extra­linguistic   factors 
have  played an   important   role   in   the   reestablishing  of   the  mandative   subjunctives   in  AmE. 
Among them she mentions the popular acquaintance with biblical subjunctives,   education and 
social background of American writers  and  immigration from other European countries.  Her 
data shows that in the beginning of the 20th  century less educated writers favored subjunctive 









a  gap  which   in  mandative  contexts  would  conveniently  be   filled  by   the 
morphological subjunctive.”
Indeed example (a1) from the COCA database also demonstrate that  should  is not a necessary 







summarizes,   “That   the   same   tendency   towards   increasing   use   of   the   subjunctive   is   also 
observable in BrE is only natural in view of the considerable impact of AmE on modern BrE.”  
Another feature peculiar to the mandative subjunctive is its structural resemblance  to the 




well   illustrated in  example (c1),  which can be interpreted as a  typical  case of  that­omission 

















In   this  section I  attempt  to answer  these and other  questions   in  order   to decide how 
restrictive my research will be.
3.2.1 Modal mandatives
Vallins'  comment  (1956:38)  “The use of  should,  may,  might,  would  in  main clauses,  and   in 
subordinate clauses, especially after  if, is bound up with the disappearance of the inflectional 
subjunctive” entails  that  these modal auxiliaries substituted subjunctive forms in most of  the 
cases. This is partly true because the subjunctive was almost totally forced out from main clauses 
but  its persistence in subordinate clauses raises a question – to what extent can we consider 










volition   and   futurity   the   periphrastic   construction   covers   a  whole   range   of  more   specified 
meanings and functions. 




something quite different and therefore not appropriate  to  their  particular context.” (1997:35) 
This   entails   that   the  modal   periphrasis   can   not   be   semantically   identical   to   the  mandative 
subjunctive and vice versa. In addition Hoffmann suggests that the periphrastic variant tends to 


















content   clause   (3a)   and   in   the   second   case   the   clause   contains   periphrastic   or   a   so   called 
specialized use of the modal auxiliary should (3b). Other modal auxiliaries are not considered to 








used as covert mandatives and we can replace  insisted  and  suggested  by  said  and  added,  for 
instance. On the other hand, the same test could be applied to should:
c2 She insisted (said) that he should wear a hat when he went out.











mandative   and   a   modally   harmonic   non­mandative   is   …   neutralized”.   In   practice   other 
auxiliaries are not always harmonic with their triggers14  either. Therefore I don't consider the 

























According   to  The   Longman   Dictionary   of   Contemporary   English   Online  















































see   it   in   the  example  of   the  LOB­frequencies   for   the  non­inflected   subjunctive   (N&J –  14, 
Övergaard  –  17,  Hoffmann –  39,  Serpollet  –  25).  The more   triggers   are   included  the  more 
alternants are found. Thus a reduced list of mandative expressions can be the reason for the 





First  of  all   I  would  like  to  clarify   the   terminology used   in   this  subsection.    Expressions  of 
demand,   proposal,   resolution,   intention   (etc.)   are   referred   to   as   suasive/governing/mandative 
24
words/expressions   in   the   previous   studies.   These   expressions   are   the   prerequisite   for   all 
mandative constructions and they actually trigger the meaning of volition, i. e. an agent imposes 
his/her  will   on   a   recipient.  Therefore   here   I   adopt   the   term  “trigger”.  Triggers,   then,   have 





notion.  The question is:  apart  from our  introspection,   is   there any other  way to measure the 
mandative force of a trigger? In this study I hope to confirm Hoffmann's hypothesis that “There 
is...   a   connection   between   the   inherent   degree   of   mandative   force   (author's   note:  in   my 
interpretation degree of imposition, that is, mandative force) of a potentially suasive verb and the 






















mandative   uses   Crawford   includes   only   distinct   subjunctive   forms   and   modal   periphrasis 











request 5.8 29 5
demand 5.7 125 22
order 5.3 17 3
ask 4.7 52 11
urge 3.3 20 6










require 2 46 23
recommend 1.6 52 32
insist 0.2 32 151
suggest 0.2 48 304
As we can see from Table 1.4  Crawford suggests   that  insist  is  “weaker”  than  propose.  This 
observation looks quite puzzling to me because, as mentioned before, in the mandative context 




forms,   indicative  that­clauses  used  after   suasive words  still   express  mandative meaning,  and 
therefore in this study they are labeled as “covert mandatives”, that is, they can not be assigned to 


















Following  Hoffmann   (1997:7)   I   assume   that   the   core  meanings   of   the    mandative 
constructions   are   volition   and   futurity.   The   subjunctive   is   treated   as   a   “pure”   mandative 
construction expressing only these meanings while in covert and modal mandatives the emphasis 
is made on the desired result (state or action). Therefore these constructions have the connotation 
























































retrieve   a   manageable   number   of   examples   representing   all   the   variables   of   the   study. 
Considering   the   fact   that     triggers   are     primary   indicators   of   the   mandative  that­clause 









































      It  was  much easier   to   identify  samples  using   this  method.  Nevertheless   it  has   to  be 










despair,   I'd   like   to  recommend  that  people   take  that  opportunity   to   rebalance   their 































the   quantitative   analysis   of   the   data,  which   reveals   synchronic   and   diachronic   patterns   of 
coordination  between  the  variables.    The other   two subsections  deal  with   the  discussion  on 
semantic characteristics of the constructions and their lexical environment.
The second section, The mandative subjunctive and that­omission, focuses on the stylistic 
patterns   of   the   use   of  MS  with   respect   to  that­omission.   It   is   also   subdivided   into   three 
subsections which concentrate on the formality of the construction, trigger distribution and the 
use of negative subjunctive forms. 
This   organization   of   the   analysis   is   an   attempt   to   apply   a   holistic   approach   to   the 
phenomenon in question, i. e. not only to report a current state of affairs but also to explain the 

















1. American   speakers   prefer   the   mandative   subjunctive   forms   to   modals   and   covert 
mandatives, (66% vs 13.5% and 57% vs 17.5%);






Year Total S* ND M C
1990 1159 780 67.30% 223 19.24% 141 19.17% 15 1.29%













Year MC Other Total words
1990 1159 20531211 20532370











test.  Moreover,   if   the  non­distinctive   forms  are assigned  to   the  category  of   subjunctives   the 
difference disappears (we get 85 % for 1990 and 84% for 2007).
Thus, we can draw a conclusion that the overall decrease in use of mandative contexts and 

















urge, order, request, propose  and  ask,  have the greatest shares of the subjunctive forms (more 
than 70%). More common suasive verbs (raw frequencies higher than average),    recommend,  
require,  suggest  and  insist,  exhibit  smaller  shares of  the subjunctive (less  than 70%) in both 
sections of the American corpus. The only   difference is that the frequencies of  demand  are 
slightly  higher   in  comparison with other   frequent   triggers   in  1990.  To my mind,   it   is  worth 









7. NEWS He also   repeated  U.S.  demands   that   Iraq withdraw  from Kuwait,  which   it 
invaded Aug. 2.
8. NEWS (1990) The Polish foreign minister, Krzysztof Skubiszewski, has demanded that 
Poland  have  a   say   in   "the  whole  question  of   the   political   and  military  position   of 
Germany.










Trigger S % ND % M % C % Total/100%
demand 92 68.15 34 25.19 2 1.48 7 5.19 135
order 23 88.46 0 0 2 7.69 1 3.85 26
ask 46 80.7 8 14.04 1 1.75 2 3.51 57
require 67 47.52 59 41.84 8 5.67 7 4.96 141
recommend 77 55 42 30 19 13.57 2 1.43 140
suggest 53 37.06 40 27.97 50 34.97 0 0 143
propose 36 72 4 8 10 20 0 0 50
urge 9 75 2 16.67 1 8.33 0 0 12
request 36 81.82 7 15.91 0 0 1 2.27 44
insist 58 61.7 15 15.96 21 22.34 0 0 94
Total 497 59.03 211 25.06 114 13.54 20 2.38 842
Trigger S % ND % M % C % Total/100%
demand 151 72.6 43 20.67 11 5.29 3 1.44 208
order 21 80.77 0 0 4 15.38 1 3.85 26
ask 66 81.48 12 14.81 2 2.47 1 1.23 81
require 106 64.24 47 28.48 9 5.45 3 1.82 165
recommend 124 67.76 40 21.86 15 8.2 4 2.19 183
suggest 86 48.31 42 23.6 48 26.97 2 1.12 178
urge 35 81.4 6 13.95 2 4.65 0 0 43
propose 48 73.85 5 7.69 12 18.46 0 0 65
request 45 83.33 8 14.81 1 1.85 0 0 54
insist 98 62.82 20 12.82 37 23.72 1 0.64 156
Total 780 67.3 223 19.24 141 12.17 15 1.29 1159
frequently both – ND forms and modals. 









meanings  (demand vs state  forcefully; advise vs  indicate;  advise vs suppose).  However,   it   is 
worth of note that the employment of the modal verb after these triggers does not automatically 





There  are   five   registers     in  COCA:  Spoken,  Fiction,  Magazine,  News and  Academic.  Each 
register represents specific peculiarities of language use. How do they differ from each other? 
The  Longman Grammar of  Spoken and Written English  (LSWE)  presents  an analysis  of   the 
Spoken, Fiction, News and Academic registers of the LSWE corpus according to their situational 












differ   from   spontaneous   conversation   in   communicative   purpose   (information/evaluation   vs 








16. SPOK   (2007)   Lady   Bird   insisted   that   LBJ   take   himself   out   of   the   1968  
presidential race.
The Magazine register has a mixture of News and Academic situational characteristics. On the 









16. Organic Garden  (2007)  The  Bush  Administration  has  proposed  that  biofuels  
replace at least 15 percent of the gasoline we'll need by the year 2017.
17. Cosmopolitan  (2007) That's what  her  roommate  called  it  a day later, however,  
insisting that Laura call the sexual­assault hotline.
18. Black Enterprise  (1990) Those same standards also  demand  that Reggie Butts  
work 17­hour days sorting packages to satisfy customers.
Considering all the mentioned arguments I would regard Fiction as the most informal COCA 
register   and  Academic   –   as   the  most   formal   register.   Since   the  mandative   subjunctive   is 














1990 % 2007 %
Spoken 211 18.21 123 14.61
Fiction 82 7.08 103 12.23
Magazine 282 24.33 181 21.5
News 260 22.43 169 20.07
Academic 324 27.96 266 31.59




while   the  percentage   increases   in   the  most   contrastive   registers   of   the   corpus:  Fiction   and 






Fiction   and   modals   in   Academic.   Hence   the   use   of   the   mandative   subjunctive   in  that­
complements  might   have   increased   only   in   the   least   conservative   genre.  However,   there   is 














that­complements   are   preferred   in   academic   texts   and   thus   can   be   regarded   as   formal 
constructions.  At  the same time,  the use of  the subjunctive is  definitely not confined to  the 







2007 Spoken % Fiction % Magazine % News % Academic % Total/100%
S 61 12.27 71 14.29 114 22.94 117 23.54 134 26.96 497
ND 32 15.17 29 13.74 49 23.22 34 16.11 67 31.75 211
M 19 16.67 1 0.88 18 15.79 16 14.04 60 52.63 114
C 11 55 2 10 0 0 2 10 5 25 20
Total 123 14.61 103 12.23 181 21.5 169 20.07 266 31.59 842
1990 Spoken % Fiction % Magazine % News % Academic % Total/100%
S 131 16.79 55 7.05 184 23.59 199 25.51 211 27.05 780
ND 39 17.49 19 8.52 66 29.6 36 16.14 63 28.25 223
M 38 26.95 7 4.96 30 21.28 21 14.89 45 31.91 141
C 3 20 1 6.67 2 13.33 4 26.67 5 33.33 15





2007 Spoken % Fiction % Magazine % News % Academic %
S 61 49.59 71 68.93 114 62.98 117 69.23 134 50.38
ND 32 26.02 29 28.16 49 27.07 34 20.12 67 25.19
M 19 15.45 1 0.97 18 9.94 16 9.47 60 22.56
C 11 8.94 2 1.94 0 0 2 1.18 5 1.88
Total 123 100 103 100 181 100 169 100 266 100
1990 Spoken % Fiction % Magazine % News % Academic %
S 131 62.09 55 67.07 184 65.25 199 76.54 211 65.12
ND 39 18.48 19 23.17 66 23.4 36 13.85 63 19.44
M 38 18.01 7 8.54 30 10.64 21 8.08 45 13.89
C 3 1.42 1 1.22 2 0.71 4 1.54 5 1.54









recommend,  suggest  and  insist  constitute  approximately 75% of  the material.  The previously 
reported diachronic developments of the variables, such as  the increase in the shares of modal 









2007. The rest of the triggers,  propose,  urge  and  order, seem to be practically non­existent in 
Fiction but no further generalizations can be made because of the scarcity of the data. 
19. (2007) ACAD Thus an ecological perspective requires that in order to understand 













Trigger Spoken % Fiction % Magazine % News % Academic % Total/100% %
demand 39 18.75 11 5.29 45 21.63 63 30.29 50 24.04 208 17.95
order 5 19.23 2 7.69 9 34.62 7 26.92 3 11.54 26 2.24
ask 17 20.99 7 8.64 20 24.69 32 39.51 5 6.17 81 6.99
require 23 13.94 1 0.61 47 28.48 16 9.7 78 47.27 165 14.24
recommend 30 16.39 4 2.19 50 27.32 36 19.67 63 34.43 183 15.79
suggest 35 19.66 24 13.48 40 22.47 35 19.66 44 24.72 178 15.36
urge 11 25.58 0 0 5 11.63 16 37.21 11 25.58 43 3.71
propose 17 26.15 2 3.08 21 32.31 13 20 12 18.46 65 5.61
request 7 12.96 7 12.96 13 24.07 4 7.41 23 42.59 54 4.66
insist 27 17.31 24 15.38 32 20.51 38 24.36 35 22.44 156 13.46
Total 211 18.21 82 7.08 282 24.33 260 22.43 324 27.96 1159 100
Trigger Spoken % Fiction % Magazine % News % Academic % Total/100% %
demand 22 16.3 34 25.19 27 20 30 22.22 22 16.3 135 16.03
order 6 23.08 1 3.85 6 23.08 3 11.54 10 38.46 26 3.09
ask 13 22.81 8 14.04 8 14.04 24 42.11 4 7.02 57 6.77
require 16 11.35 5 3.55 29 20.57 30 21.28 61 43.26 141 16.75
recommend 14 10 5 3.57 35 25 21 15 65 46.43 140 16.63
suggest 25 17.48 19 13.29 29 20.28 23 16.08 47 32.87 143 16.98
urge 1 8.33 0 0 2 16.67 1 8.33 8 66.67 12 1.43
propose 4 8 8 16 14 28 11 22 13 26 50 5.94
request 6 13.64 3 6.82 4 9.09 11 25 20 45.45 44 5.23
insist 16 17.02 20 21.28 27 28.72 15 15.96 16 17.02 94 11.16
Total 123 14.61 103 12.23 181 21.5 169 20.07 266 31.59 842 100
central zone  reassess  their   risk   of   failure   now,   and   not  wait   for   the   normal 
triggers," O'Connor said.




































year   time­span  most   likely   because   of   the   spread   of   non­finite  mandatives   in  AmE.  Covert 
mandatives are extremely rare in our material; thus no patterns of their use can be detected.  The 











conservative   genre   with   the   matrix   verbs  recommend  and  suggest.  Fiction   exhibits   higher 
frequencies   of   the   instances   triggered  by    demand  and  insist,  which  may   be   caused  by   the 
48
redistribution  of   the  categories   in   the  genre  of   imaginative prose   in  2007.  Thus  the  potential 
deformalization of the MS in that­complements requires additional proof. 
On   the   basis   of   these   observations   we   can   characterize   lexical   and   grammatical 
environments of the most contrastive genres in COCA, that is, Academic and Fiction.   Informal 
mandative   contexts   are   usually   realized   through   the   combination   of  insist/demand  and 
subjunctives whereas formal mandatives allow the combination of a wider  range of variables: 





from   both   COCA   subcorpora   partially   confirms   this   hypothesis.   Figure   2.1   represents   the 
mandative use of five modal verbs denoting obligation (should, must, ought to) and  possibility 
(might, could) in 1990 and 2007. In some cases could expresses permission as well. Focusing on 










tired  of  all   the  brochures   showing middle­class  white  kids  cradling   little  black 
49
children in  their  arms, and initiated discussions on race.  # Responding to  these 


























































these   examples   than   “be   allowed   to”   or,   in   other  words,    could  expresses   the  meaning   of 
51
permission but not possibility.
Could  is  combined with  suggest  and  propose  when  the  agent  wants   to  emphasize   the 



















34. SPOK (2007)  The American  Academy of  Pediatrics  recommends  that  babies  
should be breast­fed up to one year.
























to  the multiple factors that correlate with  it.  Our material  confirms that there  is a connection 
between the use of a trigger and the choice of a modal verb: suggest and propose are found to be 
53









mand20  is   at   the   same   time   the   agent   of   the   subordinate   clause”   (Hoffmann   1997:32).  He 
emphasizes   different   factors   that   should   be   taken   into   account   when   defining   the   kind   of 







hand,   as   noted  by  Hoffmann   (1997:32),   the   inanimate   subject   can  not   be   regarded   as   direct 
recipient of the mand and, thus, causes its implicitness21: 































































46. (1990) MAG I also  suggested  that members  be  offered the opportunity to buy  
limited­edition reproductions of the paintings.
47. (2007) ACAD It is    recommended    that a 4­foot by 8­foot platform be constructed 
and include obstacles and dead­end paths. 
48. (1990) MAG President Saddam Hussein has    ordered    that if war begins, the guests 
should get into the shelters first, " said Information Minister Latif Jassim.
49. (1990) SPOK I have been asked that the staff should leave within 48 hours.
50. (2007) ACAD It is    recommended    that these limits should    be    adapted    to allow for 
culturally appropriate contact.
In (45) the explicitness of participants and employment of the active subjunctive form in the object 



















the   immediate   imposition;  covert  mandatives   stress   the   recurrence  and  time of   the  event  and 
modals serve as mediums of the imposition. As reported in section 3.1.3, in fiction modals and 
passives are the least represented and active subjunctives are the most common. The situation is 







Unlike   the   first   part   of   our   investigation,  which   concentrates   on   the  use   of  mandative  that­



























of  construction  even  if  ND forms  are  disregarded  (see  Table  13b).  The most   frequently  used 




































1990 That % % Total %
Subjunctive 780 63.57 174 14.18 954 77.75
ND forms 223 18.17 50 4.07 273 22.25
total 1003 81.74 224 18.26 1227 100
2007
Subjunctive 497 50.87 177 18.12 674 68.99
ND forms 211 21.6 92 9.42 303 31.01

































1990 That % % Total %
Spoken 131 16.79 34 19.54 165 17.3
Fiction 55 7.05 46 26.44 101 10.59
Magazine 184 23.59 32 18.39 216 22.64
News 199 25.51 52 29.89 251 26.31
Academic 211 27.05 10 5.75 221 23.17
Total 780 100 174 100 954 100
Zero­that
2007 That % % Total %
Spoken 61 12.27 28 15.82 89 13.2
Fiction 71 14.29 46 25.99 117 17.36
Magazine 114 22.94 29 16.38 143 21.22
News 117 23.54 58 32.77 175 25.96
Academic 134 26.96 16 9.04 150 22.26






1990 That % % Total/100%
Spoken 131 79.39 34 20.61 165
Fiction 55 54.46 46 45.54 101
Magazine 184 85.19 32 14.81 216
News 199 79.28 52 20.72 251
Academic 211 95.48 10 4.52 221
Total 780 81.76 174 18.24 954
Zero­that
2007 That % % Total/100%
Spoken 61 68.54 28 31.46 89
Fiction 71 60.68 46 39.32 117
Magazine 114 79.72 29 20.28 143
News 117 66.86 58 33.14 175
Academic 134 89.33 16 10.67 150








































that­omission.  These   two   tendencies   neutralize   each  other   resulting   in   insignificance  of   the 
statistical difference. Quite expectedly, zero  that­complements containing passive subjunctives 
yielded  the smallest  number  of  occurrences.   In some way I  perceive  that  passives and  that­
omission are barely compatible stylistically. A high frequency of passives indicates formality of 
the texts  whereas a high frequency of  that­omission (Biber  et  al.  2006:984­5,  N&J 1988:30, 
Hoffmann 1997:54) is characteristic for informal writing, and thus indicates informality of the 
text. Interestingly enough, more than half of these rare examples appear in the written and spoken 













1990 Active % Passive % Total/100%
Spoken 107 64.85 58 35.15 165
Fiction 83 82.18 18 17.82 101
Magazine 140 64.81 76 35.19 216
News 152 60.56 99 39.44 251
Academic 118 53.39 103 46.61 221
Total 600 62.89 354 37.11 954
2007
Spoken 63 70.79 26 29.21 89
Fiction 103 88.03 14 11.97 117
Magazine 100 69.93 43 30.07 143
News 111 63.43 64 36.57 175
Academic 79 52.32 72 47.68 151
Total 456 67.56 219 32.44 675
1990 2007
That % % That % %
Active 471 49.37 129 13.52 319 47.33 136 20.18
Passive 309 32.39 45 4.72 178 26.41 41 6.08
Total 780 81.76 174 18.24 497 73.74 177 26.26








Following  Biber   et   al.  (2006:476,984),   Johansson   and  Norheim   (1988:30),  Hoffmann 



















mandative   subjunctive   is   becoming   less   formal.   Particularly  zero  that­complements   tend   to 














I  believe,  can  be  made  is   that  Spoken,  Magazine  and News may be   labeled  as  “in­between” 






In   the   previous   subsections   we   came   to   the   conclusion   that  that­omission   in   the   contexts 
containing mandative subjunctive forms has increased since 1990. Table 2.20 reveals that more 











suasive   verbs   that   trigger   unambiguous 
mandative subjunctive constructions  with  that­
omission   in   both   subcorpora   (raw  frequencies 




demand 40 27 67 19.09
order 3 5 8 2.28
ask 2 1 3 0.85
require 14 11 25 7.12
recommend 11 21 32 9.12
suggest 48 58 106 30.2
urge 2 0 2 0.57
propose 5 4 9 2.56
request 4 7 11 3.13
insist 45 43 88 25.07




demand 40 4.19 27 4.01
order 3 0.31 5 0.74
ask 2 0.21 1 0.15
require 14 1.47 11 1.63
recommend 11 1.15 21 3.12
suggest 48 5.03 58 8.61
urge 2 0.21 0 0
propose 5 0.52 4 0.59
request 4 0.42 7 1.04
insist 45 4.72 43 6.38
Total 174 18.24 177 26.26
Total* 954 100 674 100
Total*= Total of all the instances of unambiguous subjunctive forms








































































Trigger RF* % RF %
demand 63 24.51 124 30.02
recommend 36 14.01 51 12.35
insist 36 14.01 24 5.81
suggest 34 13.23 27 6.54
ask 32 12.45 50 12.11
propose 13 5.06 31 7.51
require 13 5.06 42 10.17
urge 13 5.06 19 4.6
request 9 3.5 29 7.02
order 8 3.11 16 3.87
Total 257 100 413 100
*RF=raw frequencies
3.4.2.3 Comparison with Hoffmann's study
Before comparing   the  two studies   I  would   like   to  point  out   that   the  subcorpus  of   the BNC 
compiled by Hoffmann comprises approximately 20.6 million words, which is 630.000 words 
more than in the 1990 COCA subcorpus used for the present study. The British material also 
differs   in   register   composition.  Unlike   the  COCA subcorpus,   it   contains   exclusively  written 
material representing such domains as imaginative prose, applied science, world affairs, arts and 

















suggest 99 19.34 134 18.38
demand 96 18.75 191 26.2
recommend 89 17.38 135 18.52
insist 88 17.19 143 19.62
propose 57 11.13 53 7.27
order 56 10.94 24 3.29
request 27 5.27 49 6.72
Total 512 100 729 100
overrepresented “world affairs” domain   (Spoken and News) in COCA.   The larger shares of 




Our   analysis   of   trigger   distribution   in   zero  that­complements   comprising   unambiguous 
subjunctive forms shows that:
• suggest, insist and demand are the main lexical indicators of that­omission;















80. (1990)  SPOK We all  know what   the  world   thinks  of   is  war   is   fighting  and  
74
shooting back and forth  and both of   them  recommend  the United  States  not     
initiate that kind of  hostilities.
81. (1990)  NEWS In one  of   the  kinder   reviews,  Stewrt  Klein,  on  television  yet,  
suggested I  "not give up" my day job.
82. (2007) FIC If so, I would strongly suggest you not use it.














Active 11 2 12
Passive 9 0 9
Total 20 2 21
2007
Active 21 2 23
Passive 11 0 11
























expanded.     In   particular,   the   qualitative   analysis   of   the   data   partially   confirms   the 





On   the   basis   of  the   quantitative   analysis  of   the  material   the   following   synchronic, 
diachronic, stylistic and regional patterns of use of the mandative constructions are reported:
• Synchronic patterns of use. The subjunctives are the most widely spread finite mandative 
constructions   in   contemporary   American   English.   Active   subjunctives   are   the   most 
frequent;   passives   constitute   one   third   of   the   data;   negated   subjunctive   forms   can  be 
characterized as extremely rare, especially in zero that­complements. 
• Diachronic patterns of use. The mandative subjunctive has significantly decreased within 
the   18­year   time­span   (1990­2007)   most   likely   because   of   the   spread   of   non­finite 




construction  occurs  most   frequently   in   newspaper  writing  and   it   definitely  prevails   in 
fiction.   Moreover,   there   is   evidence   that   the   subjunctive   started   losing   its   formal 













The qualitative analysis  of   the data showed that  the mandative subjunctive,  unlike its 




the   choice   of   the   trigger   and   the  modal   employed   is   not   unidirectional.  On   the   one   hand, 
Americans use modal mandatives mostly in combination with the ambiguous verbs (suggest, insist 
and  propose)  in  order   to  disambiguate   the  context.  On  the  other  hand,  only potentially  weak 
triggers (suggest and propose) occur with modals expressing possibility. Thus a trigger determines 
the   choice  of   a  modal   and  vice  versa.  The   combination   “trigger­mandative”  depends  on   the 
stylistic   context.  Informal   mandative   contexts   (Fiction)   are     usually   realized   through   the 
combination of insist/demand and subjunctives whereas formal mandatives (Academic) allow the 
combination   of   a   wider   range   of   variables:  require/recommend/request/suggest  and 











































1990 Spoken Fiction Magazine News Academic
Trigger Active S Passive S ND  forms Active S Passive S ND  forms Active S Passive S ND  forms Active S Passive S ND  forms Active S Passive S ND  forms Total
demand 9 1 1 4 1 1 2 1 1 14 4 2 2 2 0 45
order 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
ask 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
require 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 3 0 1 5 1 0 0 0 16
recommend 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 3 2 1 0 1 0 1 16
suggest 2 2 6 13 0 11 15 2 2 10 2 4 1 1 2 73
urge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 3
propose 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 7
request 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 5
insist 5 2 2 25 0 2 5 0 4 6 0 0 1 1 0 53
Total 21 13 14 44 2 14 23 9 11 36 16 8 5 5 3 224
2007 Spoken Fiction Magazine News Academic
Trigger Active S Passive S ND forms Active S Passive S ND forms Active S Passive S ND forms Active S Passive S ND forms Active S Passive S ND forms Total
demand 8 2 2 3 0 0 3 0 2 6 3 3 2 0 1 35
order 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 5
ask 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2
require 1 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 4 0 14
recommend 3 1 4 1 1 4 3 2 12 7 2 1 0 1 3 45
suggest 5 1 6 14 0 11 13 1 13 16 4 8 4 0 1 97
urge 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
propose 1 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5
request 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 0 0 7
insist 2 0 0 21 3 6 6 1 5 9 1 4 0 0 3 61
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